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General information

Flow limiters are used in large circulating-oil lubrication systems.
The task of a flow limiter is to divide up the volumetric flow of the
main line into parallel individual volumetric flow quantities and to
“limit” these according to requirements, or to keep them
constant.

The volumetric flow generated is independent of the system
pressure and virtually independent of viscosity.

Using interchangeable plug-in nozzles, the volumetric flow of the
flow limiter can be set stepwise from 6.0 to 30.0 l/min. That
makes it possible to adjust the volumetric flow rates at a later
date.

The SP/SMB 13... Group comes with a visual/electronic gear
wheel-type flow indicator.

1-3004-US

Design

The SP/SMB13 flow limiter consists of the following:

� flow limiter housing

� flow limiter regulating assembly (with control piston, plug-in
nozzle and pressure spring)

� gear pair

� flow limiter cover (with sight glass, seals, sensor, plugs and
fastening screws)

� baseplate.

The housing, gears and cover consist of an anodized aluminum
alloy to ensure corrosion-resistance and low weight. A round
glass disk conforming to DIN 8902 (pressed hard glass) is used
for the sight-glass pane. The pane floats in the cover to avoid
distortion and premature failure. Also in the cover is a sensor that
is actuated but two pin magnets embedded in the gear below it.
The plug-in nozzle in the flow limiter regulating assembly is easy
to replace after the screw stopper located beneath the plug has
been screwed out of the housing.

 Flow limiter  SP/SMB 13...

for installation in the lines of
circulating-oil lubrication systems

 Fig. 1  SP/SMB 13...
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Inlet

Outlet

 Fig. 2 Design of flow limiter  SP/SMB 13.. .

Mode of operation

The SP /SMB 13 flow limiter comes with two throttles installed in
series (D1, D2). Throttle D1 is an interchangeable plug-in nozzle
which, as a nonadjustable orifice, determines the rated
volumetric flow. Nonadjustable orifice D1 is available with
different nozzle cross sections (see table on page 5).

Throttle D2 on the other hand is an adjustable orifice that has a
variable nozzle cross section depending on the position of
control piston RK. Displacement of the control piston (RK)
against the spring force (F) automatically changes the flow
resistance of throttle D2 in such a way that the differential
pressure at nonadjustable orifice D1 remains constant, and thus
the volumetric flow as well.

p1 • A = p2 • A + F resp. p1/2 = p1 - p2 = F/A = constant

The result is:

the difference in pressure upstream and downstream of the
variable nozzle is held constant by nonadjustable orifice D2

(pressure balance).

The condition for this function is that the system pressure p1 is
always greater than the sum of the pressure drops in and after
each flow limiter.

p1 > p1/2 + p3

For this reason the pump volume flow should exceed all
individual flow quantities by approx. 15 %, i.e.,

Q = 1.15  • ( ∑ Qi ).

The downstream gear wheel-type flow indicator uses a dynamic
pulse generator (24 V DC) to emit a continuous sequence of
pulses proportional to the volumetric flow. The proportionality
factor K1 is derived from the swallowing capacity of one
revolution of the gear pair (K1 = 39 ml/pulse).

The sequence of pulses can be displayed and monitored by
pulse-monitoring equipment, group monitoring units or a central
evaluation station.

Functional diagram

p1  pressure upstream of plug-in nozzle D
1

p2 pressure downstream of plug-in nozzle D1

p3 pressure downstream of plug-in nozzle D
2
 and ZK

D1 Nonadjustable orifice (plug-in nozzle)

D2 adjustable orifice

RK control piston

F spring force

ZK gear wheel-type flow indicator

 Fig. 3 Functional diagram SP/SMB 13...

 Fig. 4 Connection of gear wheel-type flow indicator
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SH pulse generator

IS pulse monitoring and display

A cross-sectional area of control
piston
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Technical Data

Flow limiter

General information

Type ........................................ 2-way flow limiter valve with

volumetric flow control

Mounting position ...................any (plug pointing upward

preferred)

Installation .............................. installed in lines

Ambient temperature range ... 0 to + 70 °C

Material ................................... aluminum alloy

Weight ..................................... 2.4 kg

Hydraulics

Nominal volumetric flow  .. ..... stepwise from 6.0 to 30.0 l/min

(also see related tables on page 5)

Working pressure p1 ............... 6 to 50 bars

Required differential pressure

between input pressure p1

and output pressure p3 ........... ≥ 6 bars

Lubricant ................................. mineral oils, synthetic oils and

ecofriendly oils

Operating viscosity ................. 20 to  600 mm²/s

Lubricant temperature range ..  0 to + 90 °C 1)

Gear wheel-type flow indicator

Sensor......................................Hall sensor

Power.......................................24 V DC ± 10%

Max. switched current.............20 mA

Type of enclosure....................IP65

Proportionality factor ..............39.0 ml/pulse

1) Only when ambient temperature < 60 °C.
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Key to order codes for SP/SMB 13...

Reference

Also see plug-in nozzle tables on page 5

SP/SMB 13  /2  E1 / 250Flow limiter SP/SMB 13...

Type

Flow limiter with nonadjustable orifice (nozzle)

Size

13 = volumetric flow of Q = 6-30 l/min (determined by the size of the nozzle)

Version key

/2 = outfitted with nozzle, FPM O-rings

Volumetric flow control

/0 = without electrical monitoring

E1 = with electrical monitoring (PNP technology, 24 V DC) (continuous pulse
sequence, proportional to volumetric flow)

Rating designation of nozzle size

Nozzle type (consult the plug-in nozzle table on page 5)

Order description

Order example

(SP/SMB13/2E1/250)

Flow limiter type SP/SMB size (13), outfitted with nozzle (/2), with
electrical volumetric flow check (E1), nozzle size Ø 2,5 mm with a
volumetric flow of 6.0 l/min (250).

Part number

24-2713-_  _ _ _

0 = without electrical monitoring

1 = with electrical monitoring

Nozzle type

Part number  24-2713/1250
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Table: Plug-in nozzles for SP/SMB 13...

[l/min] [∅ mm] [Type] Part number

6.00 SP/SMB 13/2 _ _ /250 24-2713- _ 250 2.50 250 24-0455-2370

6.50 _ _ /260 24-2713- _ 260 2.60 260 24-0455-2371

6.75  _ _ /270 24-2713- _ 270 2.70 270 24-0455-2372

7.00  _ _ /280 24-2713- _ 280 2.80 280 24-0455-2373

7.50  _ _ /290 24-2713- _ 290 2.90 290 24-0455-2374

8.00  _ _ /300 24-2713- _ 300 3.00 300 24-0455-2375

8.75  _ _ /310 24-2713- _ 310 3.10 310 24-0455-2376

9.25  _ _ /320 24-2713- _ 320 3.20 320 24-0455-2377

9.75  _ _ /330 24-2713- _ 330 3.30 330 24-0455-2378

10.50  _ _ /340 24-2713- _ 340 3.40 340 24-0455-2379

11.00  _ _ /350 24-2713- _ 350 3.50 350 24-0455-2380

11.50  _ _ /360 24-2713- _ 360 3.60 360 24-0455-2381

12.00  _ _ /370 24-2713- _ 370 3.70 370 24-0455-2382

12.75  _ _ /380 24-2713- _ 380 3.80 380 24-0455-2383

13.50  _ _ /390 24-2713- _ 390 3.90 390 24-0455-2384

14.00  _ _ /400 24-2713- _ 400 4.00 400 24-0455-2385

14.75  _ _ /410 24-2713- _ 410 4.10 410 24-0455-2386

15.50  _ _ /420 24-2713- _ 420 4.20 420 24-0455-2387

16.00  _ _ /430 24-2713- _ 430 4.30 430 24-0455-2388

16.75  _ _ /440 24-2713- _ 440 4.40 440 24-0455-2389

17.50  _ _ /450 24-2713- _ 450 4.50 450 24-0455-2390

18.00  _ _ /460 24-2713- _ 460 4,60 460 24-0455-2391

18.75  _ _ /470 24-2713- _ 470 4.70 470 24-0455-2392

19.50  _ _ /480 24-2713- _ 480 4.80 480 24-0455-2393

20.25  _ _ /490 24-2713- _ 490 4.90 490 24-0455-2394

21.00  _ _ /500 24-2713- _ 500 5.00 500 24-0455-2395

21.75  _ _ /510 24-2713- _ 510 5.10 510 24-0455-2396

22.50  _ _ /520 24-2713- _ 520 5.20 520 24-0455-2397

23.25  _ _ /530 24-2713- _ 530 5.30 530 24-0455-2398

24.00  _ _ /540 24-2713- _ 540 5.40 540 24-0455-2399

25.00  _ _ /550 24-2713- _ 550 5.50 550 24-0455-2400

26.00  _ _ /560 24-2713- _ 560 5.60 560 24-0455-2401

27.00  _ _ /570 24-2713- _ 570 5.70 570 24-0455-2402

28.00  _ _ /580 24-2713- _ 580 5.80 580 24-0455-2403

30.00  _ _ /600 24-2713- _ 600 6.00 600 24-0455-2405

Nominal

volumetric

flow 1)

Flow limiter

SP/SMB 13...

Order description

Plug-in nozzle D1

Complete spare part

Flow limiter

SP/SMB 13..

Part number

0 = without electrical monitoring

1 = with electrical monitoring

/0 = without electrical monitoring

E1 = with electrical monitoring

1) at a service viscosity of 300 mm²/s.
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Example of a circulating-oil lubrication
system

The pump (1) feeds the lubricant into the main line (2). The
lubricant makes its way directly to the lube points from the flow
limiters mounted in parallel (3).

The pump’s volumetric flow has to be at least 15 % greater than
the total nominal volumetric flow rates of all the connected flow
limiters. Limitation of the system pressure is seen to by the relief
valve (4) built into the main line.

The gear wheel-type flow indicator (5) built into the flow limiters
(3) checks the volumetric flow. The pulse sequence (of the flow
limiters (3)) is displayed and monitored by a group monitoring
unit (6) or a central evaluation station.

Replacing plug-in nozzles

• Shut off the oil feed to the flow limiter (1)

� Burn injury hazard!

escaping oil may be hot!

• Loosen and remove the screw plug (2) with the help of a
hexagon socket screw key (WAF 8)

� A brass fitting wedge (but in no case a hard object like,
for instance, a screwdriver) should then be used to help
press the plug-in nozzle out of the nozzle holder.

• Place a fitting wedge between the nozzle holder (3) and
plug-in nozzle; carefully press the old plug-in nozzle (4)
and washer (5) out

• Place a new plug-in nozzle (4) and washer (5) on the hole
of the nozzle holder (3)

� A brass fitting mandrel (ø 10 mm) (but in no case a hard
object) should be used to help press the plug-in nozzle
into the nozzle holder.

• Use a fitting mandrel to press the new plug-in nozzle (4)
and washer into the bore of the nozzle holder (3) without
skewing

• Place the screw plug (2) in the flow limiter’s threads and
tighten with a hexagon socket screw key

• Open the oil feed to the flow limiter

1 Pump

2 Main line

3/5 Flow limiter with gear wheel-type flow indicator

4 Relief valve

6 Group monitoring unit

Fig. 5 Example of a circulating-oil lubrication system  Fig. 6 Replacement of plug-in nozzles on flow limiter

1 Flow limiter

2 Screw plug

3 Nozzle holder

4/5 Plug-in nozzle with washer

6 Pressure spring

7 Piston

8 Stop screw
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Designation  Part number

Group monitoring unit 84-8011-0369

Designation  Part number

Flow limiter

SP/SMB 13...
without nozzle, with electrical 24-1883-3016
monitoring

Sight glass D 45x12 44-0758-2049

Set of seals (consisting of:
flat gasket D 32/45x05
O-ring 44x3 24-0404-2310
O-ring 90x3)

Socket (without LED) 24-1882-2029

Replacement parts

Accessories
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Willy Vogel AG
2. Industriestrasse 4
68766 Hockenheim
Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 62 05 / 27-0
Fax +49 (0) 62 05 / 27-101
info@vogel-berlin.de
www.vogelag.com

Willy Vogel AG
Motzener Strasse 35/37
12277 Berlin, Germany
PF 97 04 44 . 12704 Berlin
Tel. +49 (0) 30-720 02-0
Fax +49 (0) 30-720 02-111
info@vogel-berlin.de
www.vogelag.com

VOGEL France SAS
Rue Robert Amy, B.P. 130
49404 Saumur cedex
France
Tel. +33 (0) 241 404 200
Fax +33 (0) 241 404 242
info@vogelfrance.com
www.vogelfrance.com

Notice!

All products from Willy Vogel AG may be used only for their
intended purpose. If operating instructions are supplied together
with the products, the provisions and information therein of
specific relevance to the equipment must be observed as well.

In particular, we call your attention to the fact that hazardous
materials of any kind, especially the materials classified as
hazardous by EC Directive 67/548/EEC, Article 2, Par. 2, may
only be filled into VOGEL central lubrication systems and
components and delivered and/or distributed with the same after
consultation with and written approval from Willy Vogel AG.

No products manufactured by VOGEL are approved for use in
conjunction with gases, liquefied gases, pressurized gases in
solution and fluids with a vapor pressure exceeding normal
atmospheric pressure (1013 mbars) by more than 0.5 bar at their
maximum permissible temperature.
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